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Brief outline
In Flandres the quality assurance system has switched from a system based on program 
accreditation to institutional accreditation. Universities and colleges now have to show that 
they take full responsibility for assuring and improving the quality of their programs.
Since KU Leuven needed extra tools to support this responsibility, the Vicerector of 
Education commissioned the BI team to develop an Education Dashboard for the University 
Staff. This dashboard should provide at-a-glance views into key measures about the intake 
of first-year students, study progression, awarded degrees, drop-out and alumni - all on the 
level of the individual bachelor’s and master’s programs. Beside that, there had to be a 
dashboard on the level of the faculty that contains all aggregated data of the bachelor’s and 
master’s programs.
A little untypical, Business Objects Web Intelligence (WebI) was chosen as a technology, 
because at that time, Design Studio could not (yet) give an answer to all the needs. 
In this presentation we will show how we have come to an appreciated solution in a short-
time.
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Study progress: bachelor’s programme



Study progress: master’s programme
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Alumni: data from university-wide survey



Surveys on curriculum and on modules



Faculty dashboard: aggregated data



Faculty dashboard: aggregated data
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Selecting an dashboard
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Authorization
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Why not Design Studio?
• No printing possibilities available in Design Studio (June

2015)
• No experience yet with Design Studio
• Problems with stability…



Why not Lumira?
• Data discovery and visualization => rather for ad hoc 

reporting
• Tool for expert users
• No license for Lumira…



Short-time implementation: 3 months
• Thanks to an excellent preparation from the business 

owners
o Thorough knowledge of the Infocubes & possibilities
o Detailed ‘mockups’ prepared in WebI
o Suggestions for layout & formatting



Future developments
• Further extensions – new tabs

o Student/staff ratio
o Students/module
o Master thesis/staff
o Overview of teaching & evaluation methods

• Access for all staff and students?




